Barnham Broom C of E VA Primary School
Curriculum Planning

English

Science

Maths

List poems and kennings: learning and
using skills of poetry including
alliteration, similes and onomatopoeia.

Rocks: compare and group together
different kinds of rocks; describe how
fossils are formed; recognise that soils
are made from rocks and organic
matter.

Multiplication and division: including
mental and informal methods; solving
word problems; including grid method
for longer multiplications and chunking
on an empty number line for longer
division.

Recount texts: writing about our own
memories and then imagining
situations.

Fractions (and decimals): to begin.

Fairy stories and playscripts: reading
and writing modern and traditional
stories, then creating our own
playscripts based on them.

Wonderful World
RE

Spring term i (January—
February)

What kind of world did Jesus want?
(Christianity)

Topic
Mountains: geography focus; describe
and understand key aspects; use maps,
atlases, globes and digital mapping to
locate countries and describe features
studied.

Art

Music

Painting: pointillism based on
mountains; looking at Paul Signac and
Georges Seurat.

‘Stop!’: rap about stopping bullying and
being friends.

French (with Mr Self)

PE (with Mrs O’Grady)

At the cafe

Swimming, dance

Computing
Turtle LOGO and Scratch: further skills
with programming turtle software.
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Find and read list poems and kennings



Write your own list poems and kennings



Keep a diary for a few days: write about
what you did that day

Topic
Find out about any mountain ranges
anywhere in the world



How are mountains formed? Find out
and try to explain it in your own way!



What is it like to live in the mountains?



What is the weather and climate like? Is
it always the same?



What rocks are local to Norfolk?



Visit somewhere with lots of rocks:
Hunstanton has lovely cliffs!



Have you ever been fossil hunting? Find
out about fossils and write about them

Wonderful World

What sports can be found in mountain
ranges?



What wildlife can be found in the
different mountain ranges of the world?



Make your own model of a mountain



MyMaths: please choose any helpful
activities—there are too many to
officially set them all! This half term,
concentrate on multiplication and
division



Y3: reinforce 3x table; learn 4x and 8x
tables looking at doubling links



Y4: revise 3x table; learn 6x table by
doubling the 3x table

Spring term i (Jan.-Feb.)

Write your own version of a fairy tale
and illustrate it







Read fairy tales: can you learn them off
by heart like a storyteller?



Maths

Due in: Friday 8/2
Art


Find out more about famous pointillism
art



Make you own pointillism pictures: use
different media like paint, pastel, felt
tips...

RE


What kind of world would other religions
like, e.g. Buddhism?



How are these ideas the same or
different to Christianity?

Music


French (with Mr Self)


Visit Espresso for extra



Visit http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/
primarylanguages/french



https://dinolingo.com/french-for-kids/
looks interesting, but ultimately requires
a subscription

Log in to Charanga to see our latest
lessons

Computing


Explore more Turtle LOGO programming
using e.g. https://turtleacademy.com/
lessons/en

